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ABSTRACT  The open-channel conductance properties of a  voltage-gated CI- 
channel derived from Torpedo californica electroplax and incorporated into planar 
bilayers were  studied  by several  approaches.  In  neutral  bilayers  the  channel 
conductance saturates with CI- activity according to a  rectangular hyperbolic 
relation with a half-saturation activity of 75 mM and a maximum conductance 
of  32  pmho.  The  observation  of  identical  behavior  in  charged  membranes 
implies that ions permeating the channel  do not  sense the surface potential of 
the bulk membrane. The CI-:Br- permeability ratio,  measured under  biionic 
conditions, is independent of salt concentration. SCN- ion reversibly blocks the 
channel.  The  voltage  dependence  of the  block  implies  the  existence  of two 
separate blocking sites within the channel:  one accessible from the cis side only 
(the side to which vesicles are added) and the other accessible from the trans side 
only. The block at each site is competitive with C1-. The results are consistent 
with a single-ion Eyring model of the conduction process in which the ion must 
traverse  three  kinetic  barriers  as  it  permeates  the  channel  and  in  which  the 
channel can accommodate at most one ion at a time. 
INTRODUGTION 
In  recent  years  our  understanding  of the  nature  of channel-mediated  ionic 
conduction  across biological  membranes  has increased  substantially  through 
the study of model systems, such as gramicidin A  (Eisenman et al.,  1978)  and 
￿9  1  hemocyanln,  as well as of channels  from animal cell membranes, such as the 
Na  + (Hille,  1975 a; Cahalan and Begenisich,  1976)  and K + (Armstrong,  1975) 
channels of nerve, the acetylcholine-gated channel  (Lewis and  Stevens,  1979; 
Horn  and  Brodwick,  1980),  and  the  sarcoplasmic  reticulum  K +  channel 
(Coronado et al.,  1980). In all cases, it was possible to represent the conduction 
of cations  through  these channels  as an Eyring-type mechanism in which the 
ion must cross one or more kinetic barriers as it permeates the channel. 
Although it is reasonable to assume that the principles involved in channel- 
mediated  conduction  of cations  would  hold  for  anion  channels  as  well,  the 
lack  of a  simple, well-behaved  system  has  prevented  any  detailed  studies  of 
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conduction  in  anion-selective channels.  We have been characterizing  a  volt- 
age-gated,  C1--selective channel  in  the electroplax membrane  of the marine 
ray,  Torpedo californica  (White and  Miller,  1979 and  1981;  Miller and White, 
1980). The channel is studied by incorporating electroplax membrane vesicles 
into a phospholipid planar bilayer by a process resembling membrane fusion. 
The  channels  are  incorporated  with  at  least  98%  orientation,  allowing  the 
definition  of the  cis  and  trans  sides  of the  membrane  (cis  being  the  side  to 
which membrane vesicles are added).  Membranes containing  many channels 
display voltage-dependent  CI- conductance. The steady-state conductance is 
low at positive voltages (trans side defined as ground),  increases e-fold per  11 
mV  as  the  voltage  becomes  more  negative,  and  then  saturates  at  highly 
negative voltages. Each individual channel,  on the other hand,  operates by a 
mechanism  involving a  single conducting state in which the probabilities of 
being in the conducting (open) and nonconducting  (closed) states are voltage 
dependent;  the open-state conductance is nearly voltage independent and has 
a  value of 16 pmho in 0.1  M  KC1.  Furthermore,  the channel  is inhibited  by 
SITS  (4-acetamino-4'-isothiocyano-2,  2'-disulfonic  acid  stilbene)  and  DIDS 
(4,4'-diisothiocyano-2,2'-disulfonic acid stilbene), two well-known inhibitors of 
anion  transport  in  a  variety of systems  (see White  and  Miller  [1979]).  This 
inhibition  is seen only when these compounds are added to the cis side; trans 
additions have no effect. 
We have found that the channel is unusually C1--selective; of all other ions 
tested, only Br- is appreciably permeant (PBc/Pc~  -- 0.7). In our investigations 
of  the  ionic  selectivity  of  the  C1-  channel  we  found  that  SCN-  and  I- 
reversibly block the channel  at millimolar concentrations  (Miller and White, 
1980).  Furthermore,  the  block showed asymmetry,  with  stronger  inhibition 
from the cis side than  from the trans side. 
In  this  paper  we  extend  our  investigation  of the  properties  of the  open 
channel  by  examining  the  dependence  of the  single-channel  conductance 
upon ion activity and voltage as well as the nature of the block by SCN- ion. 
The integration  of the data from these experiments will allow us to propose a 
free-energy profile for conduction through  the channel. 
MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 
Biochemical 
T. californica were obtained from Pacific Bio-Marine Laboratories, Inc., Venice, Calif., 
and were used immediately. Membrane vesicles were prepared from the electric organ 
as previously described (White and  Miller,  1981). In all  experiments the vesicles at 
the sample-35% sucrose interface of the density gradients were used, because they are 
significantly enriched in CI- channel  activity and depleted in a-neurotoxin  binding 
activity  (M.  M.  White,  unpublished  observation).  Phosphatidylethanolamine  (PE) 
and  phosphatidylcholine  (PC) were prepared  from egg yolk; cardiolipin  (CL)  from 
beef heart was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. Phosphatidylglyc- 
erol (PG)  was prepared from egg yolk PC by transphosphatidylation  in the presence 
of glycerol, using phospholipase D from Savoy cabbage (Comfurius and Zwaal, 1977). WHITE AND MILLER  Conduclion  Process  of a CU Channel  from Torpedo  3 
Electrical System 
The planar bilayer system, previously described  in detail  (Miller,  1978),  was of the 
Mueller-Rudin  (1969)  type. The system consists of two identical  aqueous  solutions 
separated by a phospholipid bilayer ~0.8 mm in diameter. Membranes were formed 
with solutions of 50-70 mM phospholipid in n-decane. The electrical conductance of 
the membrane was measured under voltage-clamp conditions, and the temperature 
was maintained at 25~  by a circulating water bath. The aqueous phase consisted of 
the  desired  concentration  of KCI  (or  KBr),  5mM  HEPES,  and  0.1  mM  EDTA, 
neutralized to pH 7.35 with Tris base. Before introduction  of channels, bilayers had 
a  voltage-independent conductance of-  10  -8 mho/cm  2. We refer to the two sides of 
the bilayer as cis and trans. Membrane vesicles were always added to the cis side, while 
the trans chamber is defined as zero voltage. A small volume of concentrated membrane 
suspension  was  added  with  stirring  to  the  cis  chamber  to  give  a  final  protein 
concentration  of  1-20  ~g/ml,  and  fusion  was  allowed  to  proceed  as  previously 
described  (White and Miller,  1979). 
Instantaneous current-voltage  (/-V) curves were obtained using a  programmable 
four-step pulse generator designed and built by Mr. B. Bablouzian of our department. 
The time resolution of the current amplifier was  100 p,s. The membrane voltage was 
clamped to 0 mV, stepped to -85 mV for 2 s to open the channels, and then pulsed 
to the test voltage for 1 s before returning to 0 mV. Channels did not close appreciably 
in  the  first  50  ms after application  of the  test  voltage, and  so current  during  this 
interval  was  taken  as  the  "instantaneous"  current.  For the  SCN--blocking experi- 
ments, a control/-Vcurve was obtained, KSCN was added from a concentrated stock 
solution to the appropriate side of the bilayer, and the/- V curve was again obtained. 
The data were then analyzed as described in the Appendix. All data were corrected 
for leak conductance, measured at +50 mV under steady-state conditions (White and 
Miller,  1979). 
Permeability  ratios  were  determined  under  biionic  conditions  as  described  in 
Coronado et al.  (1980).  Membrane surface charge densities were determined  by the 
nonactin method of McLaughlin et al. (1970). 
RESULTS 
Conductance-Activity  Relation 
Fig.  1 shows  single-channel  conductance  fluctuations  in  symmetrical 0.1-M 
KCI  solutions.  As  we  have  previously shown  (Miller  and  White,  1980),  the 
fluctuations  occur  among  well-defined  unitary  conductance  levels.  Under 
these conditions,  the single-channel  conductance,  y, is  16 pmho.  Fig.  2 shows 
the  dependence  of the  single-channel  conductance  on  C1-  activity  for  two 
types of membranes:  neutral  (PE/PC)  and charged  (PE/CL).  Neutral  mem- 
branes were  chosen  to  minimize changes  in  surface potential  with  changing 
ionic  strength;  charged  membranes  were  chosen  to  investigate  the  effect  of 
bulk  membrane  surface  potential  on  the  channel  conductance.  Each  set  of 
data  can  be  described  by  a  linear  hyperbola  with  a  surface  potential  term 
included:  yr~ 
I  +  -- exp  -- 
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FIGURE  1.  Single-channel conductance fluctuations, Channel fluctuations were 
recorded in bilayers composed of 70% PE/30%  CL with symmetrical solutions 
containing 0.1  M  KC1. The mean single-channel conductance  from the above 
record is  16.0 _  1.2 pmho (SD). The holding voltage was -20 mV. 
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FIGURE 2.  Conductance-activity relation in neutral and charged membranes. 
Single-channel  conductances were measured at +40  mV in bilayers composed 
of 95%  PE/5%  PC  (open  circles)  or  70%  PE/30%  CL  (solid  circles)  in  KCI 
buffers of various salt concentrations. Cl- activity was calculated from Robinson 
and  Stokes  (1955).  Each  point  represents  the  mean of  10-50  determinations; 
SEM in all cases was smaller than the diameter of the points. The curves were 
drawn according to Eqs.  1 and 2, using a value of 32 pmho for ym; 0.075  M  for 
K,  and  Go -- 0  (  ..... ),  Go =  2  X  10  -3 charges/,~  2 (---)  (the  measured 
charge density for PE/CL membranes) and Go =  2.5  X  10  -4 charges/,~  2 (--) 
(the best fit). 
where  ym  is  the  maximum  conductance,  a  is  the  ion  activity  in  the  bulk 
medium,  K  is  the  apparent  dissociation  constant,  ~bo is  the  surface  potential 
and F, R, and  T  have their usual  meanings.  The surface potential  term must 
be included,  since in the presence of any surface charge the bulk activity, a, is WHITE  AND  MILLER  Conduction Process of a Cl- Channel  from Torpedo 
not the same as at the membrane-solution  interface and, hence, not the same 
as at the channel  "mouth." The surface potential, ~bo, is related to the surface 
charge density, Oo, by 
(F~bo~_  136o~ 
sinh \ 2RT]  ~a  (2) 
The  value  of ao  for  a  given  membrane  composition  can  be  determined  by 
means of the nonactin  method of McLaughlin  et al.  (1970). 
In both neutral and charged bilayers, the data can be described well by the 
same  parameters:  the  maximum  conductance,  ym,  is  32  pmho;  the  half- 
saturation  constant,  K, is 0.075  M  and  the surface charge  density,  Oo, is  2.5 
￿  10-4 electronic charges/,~ 2. Included in Fig.  2 are theoretical  curves calcu- 
lated  with  the  above  values  of ym  and  K  and  the  measured  values  of the 
surface  charge  density  for  a  neutral  membrane  (Oo  =  0)  and  the  PE/CL 
--  --  3  o 
membrane  (ao =  2 ￿  10-  charges/A 2). These findings are significant for two 
reasons.  First,  the channel  does not  "see" the same surface charge density as 
the  bulk  membrane.  Second,  that,  aside  from  surface  potential  effects,  the 
conductance-activity  relation  follows  a  linear  hyperbola  indicates  that  the 
channel  can be occupied by at most one ion at a  time (L~iuger,  1973). 
As a further test of the single-ion nature of the channel, we have investigated 
the  concentration  dependence  of  the  Br-:C1-  permeability  ratio.  L~uger 
(1973)  has  shown  that,  for  a  single-ion  channel,  the  permeability  ratio 
measured  under biionic conditions is independent  of ion concentration.  This 
is not true for a  multiion  channel,  for which the permeability ratio will vary 
with concentration  as the saturation  of the channel changes  (Eisenman et al., 
1978;  Urban  and  Hladky,  1979).  Fig.  3  shows  that  (PB,./PcI) is  indeed 
independent of ion concentration and has a value of 0.68 _  0.03. Furthermore, 
(P~r/Pc~) does not depend upon the side of the membrane  to which a  given 
ion is added, an indication  that  Hille's (1975 b) "peak energy offset" approx- 
imation is valid for this channel. 
Voltage Dependence of the Open Channel 
To  model  the  free-energy  profile  of the  open  channel,  one  must  study  the 
voltage  dependence  of the  open-channel  conductance.  We  have  previously 
shown (White and Miller,  1979) that at 0.1 M  CI-, y is independent of voltage 
in the range +50 to -50 mV. We have now extended the range from + 100 to 
-120 mV by using instantaneous/-V curves, which reflect the single-channel 
behavior.  In  Fig.  4,  the  voltage  dependence  of the  channel  conductance  is 
presented  at  a  saturating  C1- concentration  (1  M).  Fig.  4  shows that  in  this 
extended  voltage  range,  y  is  indeed  slightly  voltage  dependent.  Note  that 
between +50 and -50 mV the voltage dependence is weak, but as the voltage 
becomes highly negative, the conductance clearly increases with voltage. This 
behavior  puts constraints  on  the  construction  of free energy profiles  for the 
channel. THE  JOURNAL  OF  CENEEAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  78  ￿9  1981 
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FIGURE 3.  Concentration  independence  of the permeability ratio.  Planar bi- 
layers were formed as described in Methods in either KCI or KBr buffers and 
modified  by  incorporating  Torpedo microsacs  into  the  bilayer  by  membrane 
fusion. After the conductance had stabilized, biionic conditions were established 
by perfusing the ds chamber with either KBr or KC1 buffer of identical  ionic 
strength. The permability ratio, PBr/Pcl, was then determined by the method of 
tail currents  (Coronado et al.,  1980).  Each point represents the mean +  SD of 
3-10 determinations.  The line corresponds to the mean of all determinations, 
0.68 •  0.03. 
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FIGURE 4.  Conductance-voltage relation of the open channel in PE/CL mem- 
branes. Instantaneous I-V curves were obtained in  1.0 M  KCI buffer, and, after 
the  background  conductance  was subtracted,  the conductance  relative to the 
interpolated  value at  zero voltage was determined.  Each point  represents  the 
mean -r  SD of three determinations. The solid curve was obtained from Eq. 3, 
using the parameters from the model shown in Fig.  10. 
SCN- Block is  Voltage Dependent 
When  SCN-  is  added  to  either  the  cis  or  the  trans chamber,  the  voltage- 
dependent C1- conductance is inhibited  (Fig. 5). This inhibition occurs within 
the  10-s  stirring  time of the  chamber  and  is  fully reversed  by removing  the 
SCN-  by perfusion. SCN-  has no effect on the "leak" conductance  measured 
at large positive voltages (Miller and White,  1980).  If the inhibition  is due to 
the  blocking  of  the  channel  by  SCN-,  then  the  effect  should  be  voltage WroTE AND MILL•g  Conduction  Process of a Cl- Channel  from Torpedo 
dependent  (see  Appendix). As has been pointed out  (Coronado and Miller, 
1979),  one  cannot  simply measure  the  macroscopic inhibition constant  for 
SCN- as a function of voltage, because this parameter is a combination of the 
single-channel dissociation constant and the voltage-dependent equilibrium 
constant for channel opening. Therefore, the observation of a  voltage-depen- 
dent macroscopic blocking constant does not imply that the blocking reaction 
itself is voltage-dependent. Only when other voltage-dependent equilibria are 
eliminated can voltage-dependent blocking be unambiguously demonstrated. 
There are two ways of eliminating the contribution of the channel-opening 
equilibrium constant: by direct measurement of the single-channel conduct- 
ance as a  function of voltage in the presence of the blocking ion, as has been 
done for the Cs  + blocking of  the sarcoplasmic reticulum K § channel (Coronado 
and  Miller,  1979),  or  by  analyzing the  instantaneous 1-V  curves  of many- 
channel membranes 0Noodhull, 1973; Adelman and French, 1978). As shown 
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FIGURE 5.  Effect  of SCN-  on  the  voltage-dependent  conductance.  Planar 
bilayers (70% PE/30% PG) were formed in  100 mM KC1 buffer, and channels 
were  inserted as  in  Fig.  3.  The  voltage was  clamped  to  -40  mV  (note  the 
increase in current as the channels open), and after the current had reached a 
steady value, KSCN was added to the cis chamber to a final concentration of 6 
mM. After the current had reached a  new steady-state level, the cis chamber 
was perfused with SCN--free buffer. The dashed line represents  the zero-current 
level. 
in the Appendix, these two methods are equivalent when the blocking reaction 
is very fast as compared with channel gating relaxations. It is difficult to make 
detailed and accurate single-channel measurements for the Torpedo  C1- chan- 
nel, so we have studied the SCN- block by the second method. Fig. 6 shows 
instantaneous I- V curves in the presence and absence of 12 mM KSCN on the 
cis side. Note that the control curve is linear, whereas in the presence of SCN- 
the current  is  diminished  (relative  to  the control)  at  all  voltages, with  the 
effect becoming more pronounced as the voltage is made increasingly negative. 
Fig.  7 shows  that  the  data follow a  simple  blocking model  (Eq.  A-5)  well; 
from the plot we obtain the "electrical distance," 8, of the blocking site from 
the cis side, as well as the apparent  dissociation constant for SCN-, K(0), at 
zero voltage. The averages  from all  experiments in  200  mM  KC1 were 8  = 
0.35 -  0.02 and K(O)cis --- 8.5 +  0.4 mM (SEM of 15 determinations). 
When SCN- is added to the trans side, voltage-dependent block is also seen THE  JOURNAL OF  GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME 78  ￿9  1981 
(Fig. 7);  however, the electrical distance (also measured from the cis side), e, 
for this site is 0.65 +  0.03 and K(0)t~a,,8 --  27  •  3 mM in 200 mM KCI. This 
implies that there are two different blocking sites, one accessible from the cis 
side  only  and  one  accessible  from  the  trans  side  only.  Each  of these  sites 
experiences ~35% of the voltage drop from its respective side of the membrane. 
In all experiments, the values of ~ and e were independent of both SCN-  (2- 
30 mM) and CI- (100-300  mM) concentration. 
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FIGURE 6.  Voltage dependence of the SCN- block in 200 mM CI-. A planar 
bilayer (70% PE/30% PG) was modified as described  in the legend to Fig. 3. (A) 
The instantaneous I- V curve was obtained as described  in Methods from +60 to 
-60  mV  in  20-mV  steps  ("control");  12  mM  KSCN  was  added  to  the  cis 
chamber, and the instantaneous I-V curve was obtained again ("+SCN"). (B) 
The data from A with points taken at additional voltages. Solid circles: control; 
open circles: +SCN-. 
SCN-  Block is Competitive  with Cl- 
If SCN-  blocks by interacting reversibly with a  conduction site within the 
channel, one would expect competition between CI- and SCN- for that site. 
This competition would be manifested by an increase in K(O)ci~ and K(0)tra,8 
when the CI- concentration is increased. Fig. 8 shows that this is the case for 
cis blocking. Similar behavior is seen for trans blocking (data not shown). From 
the zero intercept one can obtain K* (0)o/~ (or K* (0)tr,-,s), the "true" dissociation 
constant for the SCN--channel site interaction, and, from the slope, the ratio WHITE AND MILLER  Conduction  Process of  a C1- Channel  from Torpedo 
of the  SCN-  and  C1-  affinities.  However,  measurements  below  75  mM  Cl- 
are difficult  to make, and so the extrapolation  must be made with  data from 
experiments with high CI- concentrations.  This introduces a  large error in the 
determination  of both  K*(0)  and  Kcl.  K*(O)cis  is  on  the  order  of  1-5  raM, 
whereas K*(O)tra,s is on  the order of 5-10  mM.  The dissociation  constant  for 
C1- measured by this technique  is on the order of 15-50 mM  for both the cis 
and trans sites. 
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FIGURE  7.  Analysis of blocking data. Instantaneous I- V curves such as the one 
in Fig. 6 were analyzed as described in the Appendix. 0 is defined as the channel- 
mediated conductance in the presence of SCN- relative to the conductance in 
the absence of SCN-.  (Solid circles)  Voltage-dependent  block in  200 mM CI- 
with  12 mM KSCN on the cis side. The solid curve corresponds to Eq. A-5 with 
6 --- 0.39 and K(O)cis  =  9.9 raM.  (Open circles) Voltage-dependent block in 200 
mM C1- with 25 mM KSCN on the trans side. The solid curve corresponds to 
Eq. A-5 with E =  0.63 and K(O)tro~s -- 33.5 raM. 
SCN-  Block Decreases the Single-Channel Conductance 
To confirm that the effect of SCN-  represents true channel blocking, we have 
investigated the effect of SCN-  on the single-channel  conductance.  Although 
detailed  measurements  are  not  possible  due  to  the  difficulty  of obtaining 
membranes  with  only a  few channels,  the  reduction  of channel  conductance 
by  SCN-  is  confirmed  in  Fig.  9.  At  +30  mV  the  control  single-channel 
conductance,  To, was  16.3  pmho, whereas in the presence of 6  mM  SCN-  on 
both sides of the membrane,  the  value of 7  was  7.9 pmho.  The value of y/yo 
obtained,  0.48,  is in  good agreement  with  the  value predicted  from Eq.  A-2, 
0.47.  We do not expect to see the discrete nature of the block, as was observed 10 
15, 
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FIGURE 8.  Competition  between  SCN-  and  CI-  for  the  blocking  site.  The 
apparent dissociation constant for cis SCN- blocking, K(0)c~, was determined at 
several C1- concentrations.  Each point  represents the mean +  SEM  of five to 
seven  determinations.  C1-  activity was calculated  from Robinson  and  Stokes 
(1955), and the solid line is of the form K(0)c/, =  K*(O)ci~ [1  +  (Cl-/Kcl)], with 
K*(O)ci8 =  1 mM and Kcl =  30 mM. 
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FXGURE 9.  Effect of SCN- on the single-channel conductance.  Single channels 
were measured in  70% PE/30%  PG membranes in  100 mM KCI buffer at +30 
mV in the presence and absence of 6 mM KSCN on both sides of the membrane. 
The control single channel conductance, To, is  16.3 +  0.6 pmho, and that in the 
presence of SCN-, T, is 7.9 +  0.7 pmho. 
by Neher and Steinbach  (1978), because of the limit of the low time resolution 
of the recordings and the rapid nature of the blocking reaction. 
DISCUSSION 
The  results  of  this  study  demonstrate  that  the  Torpedo CI-  channel  is  an 
excellent system for studying the mechanism of anion conduction. The channel WHITE AND MILLER  Conduction  Process of  a Ct- Channel  from Torpedo  11 
has well-defined properties (voltage-dependent gating, ionic selectivity, block- 
ade by impermeant ions) that can be studied in detail on both the macroscopic 
and  microscopic levels. This  has allowed an  investigation  into  the nature  of 
ion conduction through an anion channel by the approach that has proved so 
fruitful in the study of cation channels. 
Effect of Surface Potential on the Conduction Process 
That  an  ion  channel's  conduction  process  may  be  insensitive  to  surface 
potential was first reported by Begenisich (1975).  His work on Myxicola giant 
axons demonstrated  that, although the gating processes of both the Na  + and 
K + channels  are affected by changes  in bulk surface potential,  the instanta- 
neous/-V curves, which reflect the conduction process, are not.  In  addition, 
Horn  and  Patlak's  (1980)  elegant  work on  the  single-channel  conductance 
properties of the acetylcholine-gated channel  from cultured rat  muscle dem- 
onstrated  that  the  single-channel  current  as  a  function  of Na  +  ion  activity 
follows a simple linear hyperbola. Animal cell membranes carry a substantial 
negative surface charge, and so one would not expect this behavior unless the 
channel  did not sense the bulk membrane surface potential. 
The  data  of Fig.  2  demonstrate  that  the  open-channel  properties  of the 
Torpedo C1- channel are not affected by the bulk membrane surface potential. 
The channel senses the same surface potential in neutral (PE/PC) and charged 
(PE/CL)  membranes,  even though the bulk surface potentials  differ by ~45 
mV at 75 raM, corresponding to a  fivefold lower surface CI- concentration  in 
charged than in neutral  membranes;  clearly, the conductance-activity curves 
do not reflect this difference. There are several possible explanations  for this 
behavior, all of which depend on a shielding of the bulk surface charge at the 
channel  mouth. One could imagine that, when the channels are inserted into 
the planar bilayer by fusion, the vesicle lipids and the planar bilayer lipids do 
not  mix,  resulting  in  patches  of membrane  with  a  different  charge  density 
than  the bulk membrane.  If this  were the case, then  one would expect  that 
not only the conduction properties of the channel would be insensitive to the 
lipid composition of the bilayer but that the gating properties should also not 
be affected by the  make-up  of the  planar  bilayer.  We have  found  that  the 
conductance-voltage curves are quite sensitive to the lipid composition of the 
bilayer,  with  a  shift  of  10-20  mV  on  the  voltage  axis  between  PE/PC 
membranes and PE/CL membranes  (unpublished observation). 
As an alternative  to the patching  model, one can assume that the channel 
protein  is  surrounded  by  the  bulk  lipids  but  that  the  architecture  of the 
channel is such that the channel mouth is isolated from the membrane surface. 
As a crude estimate for the distance required to bring about this isolation, we 
note that  the Deobye length  is 9.6 A  in 0.1  M  KC1. Therefore,  if the channel 
mouth  is  15-20 A  from the membrane surface, it would fail to sense most of 
the surface potential. One could imagine several configurations of the channel 
protein  that  could give rise  to such  an  isolation.  For example,  a  flat  disk of 
protein could surround the mouth,  making it look like a  plate with a  hole in 
the  middle  when  viewed  along  an  axis  perpendicular  to  the  bilayer  plane. 12  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9 VOLUME  78  ￿9  1981 
Another possibility is that the entire channel protein could extend a substantial 
distance into the aqueous phases on both sides of the membrane. Although 
these possibilities are  mere speculation, they are  useful for setting up  more 
rigorous models involving deviations from the Gouy-Chapman smeared charge 
model. (See Nelson and McQuarrie [1975]  for such an approach.) 
A  Model for the Conduction Process 
Table I summarizes the data obtained from the SCN--blocking experiments 
described in Results. The most surprising result is that there are two separate 
blocking sites in  the channel, one accessible from the cis  side only and one 
accessible from the trans side only. SCN- cannot go from one site to the other 
(Miller and White,  1980),  indicating that it is a  truly impermeant ion. It can 
enter the channel; it can leave the channel; but it cannot traverse the channel. 
The free energy barriers between the two sites are too great for SCN- to cross. 
TABLE  I 
SUMMARY  OF  BLOCKING  DATA 
cis Block  trans  Block 
6 or ~  0.35+0.02  0,65+0.03 
K* (0), mM  1-2  2-4 
Kct, mM  15-50  15-50 
The  voltage dependence  of the  SCN-  block was determined  for  both  cis and  trans 
additions of SCN-  at several CI- concentrations. The locations of the cis (6)  and the 
trans  (r  blocking sites were found to be independent of SCN- and CI- concentration. 
K*(0)  is the extrapolated dissociation constant at zero CI  as described in the legend 
of Fig. 8, and Kc't was obtained from the slope of the same plots. The values of 8 and 
represent the mean +  SEM of 15-20 determinations, while the values of K*(0)  and 
Kct were obtained by least-squares analysis, and the ranges represent the uncertainties 
in  the determination  of the slopes and  intercepts by  this method.  Note  that  both  8 
and E are measured from the cis side of the membrane. 
The results presented here are consistent with the notion that the  Torpedo 
C1- channel can be occupied by at most one ion at a time. L~iuger (1973)  has 
shown  that  a  single-ion channel  must show linear hyperbolic saturation of 
conductance with  increasing salt  concentration and concentration-indepen- 
dent biionic permeability ratios. The C1- channel fulfills both of these criteria 
(Figs. 2 and 3).  In addition, the block by SCN- is purely voltage dependent, 
another necessary condition for a single-ion channel. We see no discontinuity 
in  the  blocking effectiveness as  the  direction of current  flow changes  (zero 
voltage in the case shown in Fig. 7).  Finally, the concentration independence 
of 6  and ~ for the  SCN-  block  is  a  further demonstration of the single-ion 
nature of the channel. This is in contrast to the squid axon K + channel, where 
Adelman and French (1978)  found that the value of 6 for the Cs  + block varies 
with Cs  + concentration. They interpreted this to mean that more than one 
Cs  + ion at a time could be accommodated in the channel. Similar results have WHITE ANn  MILLER  Conduction  Process  of a Cl- Channel  from Torpedo  13 
been obtained for the inward rectifying K + channel of starfish eggs (Ciani et 
al.,  1980).  Both of these channels are known to act as muhiion pores. 
With these properties in mind, and with the data of Fig. 4, we can construct 
a  plausible free-energy profile of the channel using Eyring rate theory (Hille, 
1975  b).  We  have  chosen  to  model  the channel  as  a  three-barrier,  two-site 
system that can be occupied by at most one ion at a time. This is the simplest 
configuration that fits the blocking data, which require at least two sites. The 
position of these free-energy wells are given by 6 and e, the electrical distances 
of the blocking sites measured from the cis side. To obtain information about 
the individual peak  heights and well  depths, we  must examine the  voltage 
dependence of the channel conductance.  It  can  be  shown  that  for a  three- 
barrier, two-site channel with wells at 6 and ~,  under saturating ion concen- 
tration, the ratio of the single-channel conductance at a  given voltage to that 
at zero voltage is given by 
ym (V)  sinh (z~)  (1  +  A  +  B)(1  +  C) 
-  (3) 
-r m  (o)  (z,~,)  w.u  +  BY 
W  --  A exp[-(1  -  ~) z@]  +  exp(6z~) 
X  =  exp[-(E -  6)zg/]  +  C exp[({ -  6)z~] 
Y=  C exp[(E--6--  1)z~]  +  exp[(6-{  +  1)zq], 
where ￿9  -- FV/2RT  and z is the valence of the ion. A, B, and C are ratios of 
the  rate  constants defined in  Fig.  t0.  A  is  the  ratio of entry rates  into the 
channel (koffk82), B  is the ratio of rates for leaving the well at ~ (klo/k12), and 
C is the ratio of rates over the central barrier  (k21/kaz).  By fixing 6 and {~, as 
well as C (Table I), we can construct free-energy profiles that give the behavior 
seen  in  Fig.  8.  Many  combinations  of values  for  A  and  B  that  give  the 
asymmetry shown  in  Fig.  8  can  be  found,  but  they  all  have  the  same 
characteristics, namely, the entry rate ratio, A, is in the range 1.2-1.5 and the 
parameter B is in the range 1.7-2.3. These small differences, corresponding to 
only 0.1-0.5 kcal/mol energy differences in the barrier heights, are enough to 
give the behavior seen. 
To assign numerical values to the peak heights and well depths, one can use 
absolute rate theory to obtain  the single-channel conductance at saturation 
and the channel's dissociation constant for CI- in terms of the individual rate 
constants. Since the energy level differences between the individual peaks are 
small  (<0.5  kcal/mol), we will use as  a  first approximation L~iuger's (1973) 
approach for symmetrical channels. It has been shown (Coronado et al., 1980) 
that for a channel with n equal barriers and (n -  1) equal wells, the maximum 
single-channel  conductance,  .,{m  and  the  dissociation  constant,  K,  can  be 
expressed in terms of the peak heights and the well depths: 
2  e  (--  (p -- w)) 
.ym  n(n --  1)h exp  RT  (4) 14 
and 
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1 
K  -  exp(w/RT),  (5) 
n-1 
where p and w are the Gibbs free energies of the peaks and wells (with respect 
to the aqueous solutions, using a  1 M  standard state), h is Planck's constant, 
and e is the electronic charge. Using a  value of 32 pmho for ./m and 0.075 M 
for the dissociation constant, we obtain a  value ofp =  7.1  kcal/mol and w = 
-1.1  kcal/mol. After making the minor corrections on the individual peaks 
G  , kcol/mol 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
-2 
koi  k,5  k~ 
(  ,( 
klo  k21  (-~3P. 
,)  r 
e 
cis 
-4 
FIGURE 10.  Three-barrier model for the  Torpedo CI- channel. The diagram 
represents  an Eyring free-energy  profile that must be negotiated by a CI- ion 
during its passage  through the channel. The profile has been constructed to be 
consistent with the data presented in this paper:  the slight  asymmetry in the 
conductance-voltage relation, the two SCN--blocking sites 35% of the way in 
from the cis and the trans sides, an apparent dissociation constant of 75  mM, 
and a maximum conductance of 32 pmho. 
and  wells, we obtain  the  profile  for CI-  conduction shown  in  Fig.  10.  For 
SCN- the wells would be -2.5 kcal/mol deeper (KscN/Kcl/~ 0.01)  and the 
peak heights at least 2 kcal/mol higher (Psc~/Pcl <  0.05;  Miller and White 
1980),  meaning that  the  barrier  height  for  SCN-  is  at  least  4.5  kcal/mol 
higher than for CI-. 
We emphasize that the model in Fig.  10 is an idealized conception of the 
free-energy profile across the channel. It is the simplest model consistent with 
all of  the data presented here. More complicated models obviously are possible, 
but we see no need to put in additional barriers or wells at this time. WHITE AND MILLER  Cortduclion  Process  of  a Cl- Channet  from Torpedo  15 
Comparisons with Other Anion  Conductances 
Although it has not been possible to study other anion-specific channels in the 
detail presented here, there is evidence that SCN- blocks anion conductances 
of  biological  membranes.  The  phenomenon  of  "anomalous  mole-fraction 
dependence"  of conductance  when  SCN-  is  used  to  replace  CI-  has  been 
observed  in  several  systems,  among  them  frog skeletal  muscle  (Hutter  and 
Padsha,  1959),  crayfish  inhibitory  synapse  (Takeuchi  and  Takeuchi,  1971), 
and stingray muscle (Hagiwara and Takahashi,  1974). When small quantities 
of SCN- are added, the conductance decreases, but as more SCN- is added, 
the  conductance  increases.  At  low  concentrations,  SCN-  acts  as  a  blocker, 
whereas at  high  concentrations  it seems to be permeant.  We do not observe 
this  behavior in the  Torpedo CI- channel.  When all of the C1- is replaced by 
SCN-, the voltage-dependent  conductance  is eliminated  (Miller and  White, 
1980). In addition, the Torpedo channel is much more selective than these other 
anion  pathways, which allow rather  nonselective permeation  by a  variety of 
anions  (Miller and White,  1980;  Wright and Diamond,  1977). 
These differences notwithstanding,  the  Torpedo CI- channel  is an excellent 
system for the study of mechanisms  of channel-mediated  anion  conduction. 
The processes underlying the kinetics and thermodynamics of voltage-depen- 
dent channel  gating can be studied as well. Finally, the planar bilayer system 
itself enables  one  to  control  not  only  the  ionic  composition  of the  bathing 
medium  but  also  the  protein  concentration  and  lipid  composition  of the 
bilayer, making modifications of the channel environment  possible. 
APPENDIX 
Analysis  of Single-Channel  Blocking from Macroscopic I-V Curves 
A simple model for voltage-dependent blocking of ion channels has been presented by 
Woodhull (1973). In brief, one assumes that  the blocking ion moves part of the way 
across the membrane to form the blocking complex. The electric field acting on the 
charged ligand would contribute to the standard free energy of the binding reaction. 
Thus,  K(V),  the dissociation constant  for the SCN--binding  reaction,  should  vary 
exponentially with the voltage according to 
{  zbFV~ 
K( V)c,~ -~ K (O)~i~ exp~  k- --~-J  for cis blocking  (A-1 a) 
(A-1 b) 
where K(O) is the zero-voltage dissociation constant, 6 and E are the fractions of the 
total electrical potential drop (measured from the cis side) experienced at the blocking 
site for cis or trans additions of SCN-, respectively; z, F,  V, R, and  T have their usual 
meanings.  Note that if there is a single site accessible from both the cis and the trans 
sides,  ~ -- e. If the blocking of the single channel  follows a  simple binding scheme, 16  THE  JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME 78 ￿9 198I 
then we obtain the following 
[B]cis  (z6FV)  [B]tr~,~  (z(c -  1)FV)] -1, 
~o (v)  =  1 +  K(O)ci------~,  exp  R-'---~ +  Kt  ....  RT  exp  (A-2) 
d 
where  "1' and  "),o are the single-channel conductances  in the presence and  absence of 
the blocker, respectively, and [B] is the concentration of the blocking ion. 
To relate the macroscopic to the microscopic behavior, one must  assume that the 
blocking-unblocking reaction is much  faster than  the channel  gating.  If this is true, 
then the instantaneous/-V curve will reflect the single-channel blocking-unblocking. 
This  is  a  reasonable  assumption  for  the  Torpedo  CI-  channel,  where  the  relaxation 
time for the opening-closing reaction is 200  ms and greater (data not shown), much 
slower than  any  binding-unbinding reactions.  At  the end  of the  -85-mV  prepulse, 
essentially all of the channels are open and the macroscopic conductance is given by 
g(-85)  =  N v  +  gb,  (A-3) 
where  N  is  the  total  number  of channels  and gb  is  the  ohmic  "leak"  conductance. 
Immediately after the application of the test  voltage,  V,  all of the channels remain 
open, so we can define O(V) as 
O(V)  =  g(V, [B])  -  gb  =  )'  (V).  (A-a) 
g(V, o)  -  gb  Vo 
We thus obtain 
[O-X(V)  -  1]  =  f  /  [B]cu  exp (z6FV)  [B]tro~  exp  (z(e -  1)FV)~  1 
[ K(O)r  R'T  .4-  K(O)tr----~  -~  "j.  (i-5) 
This  formula allows one  to obtain  both  the position of the blocking site(s)  and  the 
voltage-independent dissociation constant.  In most cases, SCN-  is added to only the 
czs or  only  the  trans  side,  which  further  simplifies the  analysis.  In  this  case,  when 
ln(O(V) -1  -  i)  is plotted vs.  V,  the slope yields 8  (or ~), and  the intercept  the zero- 
voltage dissociation constant. 
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